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Note: Items in brackets [  ] are meant to be clarifying statements but are not part of the actual audio recording of the 
webcast. 
 
This transcript must be read in conjunction with the corresponding webcast slides, posted on fpa.com. The webcast 
slide page numbers are referenced below. Please also reference the Important Disclosures at the end of this transcript 
and throughout and at the end of the webcast presentation. 
 
You should consider FPA Crescent Fund’s (the “Fund” or “Crescent”) investment objectives, risks, and 
charges and expenses carefully before you invest. The Prospectus details the Fund's objective and policies 
and other matters of interest to the prospective investor. Please read the Prospectus carefully before investing. 
The Prospectus for the Fund dated April 29, 2022 can be accessed at: https://fpa.com/request-funds-literature, 
by visiting the Fund’s website at www.fpa.com, by calling toll-free, 1-800-982-4372, or by contacting the Fund 
in writing. 
 

(00:00:00) 

Moderator: Hello, and welcome to today’s webcast. My name is Sarah and I will be your event specialist. 

Please note that today’s webcast is being recorded. 

  During the presentation, we will have a question and answer session. You can ask text 

questions at any time by locating the Q&A box on left side of your screen, type your question, and 

click New Question to submit. If you are experiencing technical issues, as a best practice, we 

suggest you first refresh your browser. 

  It is now my pleasure to turn today’s program over to Ryan Leggio. Ryan, the floor is 

yours. 

Ryan: [Please reference Slide 1] Thanks you so much. Good afternoon, everyone, and thank you for 

joining us today. We would like to welcome you to FPA Crescent’s Third Quarter  Webcast, which 

is in a question and answer format. My name is Ryan Leggio and I’m a partner here at FPA and 

lead client relations. 

  The slides, audio, visual replay and transcript of today’s webcast will be made available on 

our website FPA.com in the coming days. 

  Momentarily, you will hear from Steven Romick, Brian Selmo and Mark Landecker, the 

portfolio managers of our Contrarian Value strategy which includes the FPA Crescent Fund. 

  Steven has managed the FPA Crescent Fund since its inception in 1993, with Brian and 

Mark joining Steven as portfolio managers in June of 2013. 

https://fpa.com/request-funds-literature
http://www.fpa.com/
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  But before I turn it over to the portfolio managers, I wanted to provide a quick update on 

our [upcoming] Investor Tour in New York, and [2022] capital gain estimates. 

  [Please reference Slide 2] For all of our clients and friends on the East Coast, we hope to 

see you on November 16th. There are still spots available; we just ask that you register by 

November 1st, 2022. 

  In terms of capital gains, as taxable long-term investors in the Fund ourselves, we have 

always been mindful of the after-tax returns of the Fund. We will be posting 2022 year-end capital 

gain estimates on our website on or before November 4th . The information can be found by clicking 

on Dividend and Tax Information, which is a link on our homepage, and will also be emailed out to 

our distribution list the day it is posted.  

(00:02:07) 

  With that said, we are able to provide preliminary year-end estimates this afternoon, 

based on the September 30th share price and portfolio actions up until that date. 

  We currently estimate that the Fund will distribute no short-term capital gains, and 

approximately 1% or less in long-term capital gains. Please note that the actual year-end capital 

gains distributions will be based on capital gains realized through October 31st, 2022, and thus 

actual distributions may vary from these estimates. 1 

  [Please reference Slide 3] With that, at this time, it is my pleasure to turn the call over to 

Steven. Steven, over to you. 

Steven: Thank you, Ryan. As everyone is well aware, the equity markets have been trending lower, with 

many formerly high-flying stocks down dramatically. While the global equity market declined more 

than 20% year-to-date through the third quarter,2 the Crescent Fund has protected capital relatively 

well thus far in this downturn. 

 
1 First Pacific Advisors, LP does not provide legal, accounting, or tax advice. Please contact your accounting or tax 
advisor and/or legal counsel to review the impact of any distributions on your situation and to discuss possible tax 
strategies. Please see the end of this transcript for important information related to these estimates. 
2 Referring to the MSCI ACWI Index, which for the year-to-date period ending September 30, 2022 is down -25.63%. 
Past performance is no guarantee, nor is it indicative, of future results. 
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  [Please reference Slide 4] In this quarter—this off-quarter as we call it—we’re going right 

to Q&A so our prepared remarks are fairly nonexistent. As a reminder, we won’t be discussing 

companies where we are currently engaged in transacting, whether it be a buy or a sell, or those 

positions that are so small as to not be terribly relevant to Crescent’s performance. We also won’t 

be speaking to companies that are not in the portfolio and for which we have no opinion or, for that 

matter, any macro question to which we only bring an ill-equipped view. 

  I’m going to begin by combining two questions that have come in in advance. One 

is—as they're related—“Has the Fund increased or decreased its cash and equivalent 

holdings during this period of increased rates and, if it has, was equity or bond exposure 

reduced?” “Given the equity declines, has Crescent been a net purchaser this year, 

including Q3? Assuming so, primarily what market cap range?”  

(00:04:12) 

  The Fund’s cash position is roughly the same as year end 2021. However, that does belie 

the underlying activity that has taken place. Thus far in 2022, we have maintained Crescent’s risk 

exposure, leaning into market weakness, as we have purchased both equities and higher-yielding 

bonds. 

  With regard to equities, year-to-date we've eliminated 7 positions, made 9 new 

investments, and have added to existing positions as well. The activity has been across diverse 

market capitalizations without any particular focus worthy of attention.3 We continue to upgrade the 

quality of our equity holdings, and are seeing early signs of potential opportunity in credit, thanks to 

higher interest rates and credit spreads, particularly in busted convertible bonds. 

  “What do you expect to be the new sector leadership when stocks resume their 

recovery?” 

 
3 Portfolio composition will change due to ongoing management of the Fund. References to individual securities or 
sectors should not be construed as a recommendation by the Fund, the portfolio managers, the Adviser, or the 
distributor to purchase or sell such securities or invest in such sectors, and any information provided is not a sufficient 
basis upon which to make an investment decision. 
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  We wish we could tell you what the future might bring, but we can’t. Our bottoms-up 

approach has brought us to businesses that are being challenged in the moment or perceived that 

they will be challenged in the foreseeable future, driving their stock prices down to levels that [we 

believe] have priced in enough of the bad news to warrant investment. 

  For example, higher rates have pushed down real estate stocks, leading to our first REIT 

investment in more than a decade. And fears that a recession will cause consumer loan defaults 

and weaker used car sales brought us the largest used car retailer in the US. There are more 

examples we could give but in each case, we believe they will prove, over time, to be good 

decisions. However, we have no idea how these more recent purchases, or the rest of the portfolio 

for that matter, might perform over the near term. 

  “What opportunities are you seeing outside of equities?”  

(00:05:53) 

  The Crescent Fund, as most of you know, has the unusual ability to invest broadly in the 

equity of companies around the world of various market capitalizations. The Fund has also 

historically invested in other parts of the capital structure, including convertible bonds, high yield 

and distressed debt, private loans and such. We've also, on occasion, found opportunities in other, 

more idiosyncratic, investments. 

  This year, for example, Crescent has benefited from its investment in shipping vessels 

and interest rate caps. Our focus today is less on these types of off-the-run ideas, as the market 

selloff has allowed more—has allowed for—numerous public equity and bond opportunities to be 

considered.4 

  I am going to hand it off to Brian for another series of questions, then he in turn will hand it 

off to Mark for those questions that have come over the transom in advance, and then we’ll address 

the questions that are being submitted while we’re speaking. Brian. 

 
4 Investment in the markets carries risk of loss of capital. There is no guarantee against loss resulting from an 
investment in the Fund. Investors should review the terms of the Fund’s Prospectus and Statement of Additional 
Information with due care and appropriate professional advice. 
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Brian: Thank you, Steve. So there are a number of questions on fixed income/high yield, and I’ll read 

them very quickly and try to answer them all. 

  “Has fixed income become more attractive. If so, which issuer types and 

durations?” “High yield, or still not enough yield given returns projected after assumed 

defaults?” and, “What's the yield maturity on the SPAC basket, and are you starting to find 

fixed income alternatives?” 

  I think the short answer is yes, we’re starting to find fixed income alternatives. We've been 

buying fixed income in the second and third quarter, adding to some existing busted converts, as 

Steve mentioned, and also some new issues. Research efforts directed towards credit have also 

increased materially this year, from essentially nothing last year to a couple of people spending a 

fair amount of time on it. 

  I think, if I try to summarize, what is sort of attractive to us right now is I think credits that 

are high yield but maybe higher-grade high yield, of businesses that we don’t necessarily expect to 

restructure, where over a, somewhere, 4- to 6-year duration type instrument, [we believe] you can 

earn double-digit returns, and we would expect the return to be earned through the coupon and 

maturity rather than through conversion. That's where a lot of time is spent currently.5 

(00:08:19) 

  In terms of the SPAC basket, that’s a basket that I would expect to roll off pretty much 

entirely by the middle of next year, really largely by May. And the yield-to-maturity on the SPAC 

basket is a couple of percent over, again, what feels like about a 6-year to a—six, sorry, excuse 

me—six months to maturity window. 

 
5 It should not be assumed that future investments will be profitable or will equal the performance of the security or 
sectors examples discussed. Investments Special Purpose Acquisition Companies (SPACs) involve certain risks. 
Please refer to the Important Disclosures section of the webcast slides (posted at www.fpa.com) that accompany this 
transcript. The portfolio holdings as of the most recent quarter-end may also be obtained at www.fpa.com. 
 

http://www.fpa.com/
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  Next question, sticking with fixed income or yield on cash, is that we have about 

14% of the portfolio in short-term paper. This is largely commercial paper—really, all 

commercial paper—and then, “Why have this and not Treasuries?” 

  We've got a combination of both Treasuries and commercial paper. You get a little bit 

more yield on commercial paper.6 

  And this will roll into the next question of “What is the approximate yield on cash?”  

  Again, commercial paper a little bit higher, probably 4.25 to 4.40 depending on the day, 

and Treasuries a little lower, but overall probably a little bit over 4%. 

  Mark, I will now turn it over to you. 

Mark: Thanks, Brian. I’m going to combine two questions. The first is: “Where are the most value 

opportunities today in terms of region and capital structure?” And secondly, “What are the 

most attractive international opportunities?” 

  So, as you’ve probably picked up by now from the call, we have begun to dip our toes in 

the water in high yield, but by no means are we seeing a flood of opportunities such that we’re 

diving in headfirst. 

(00:09:58) 

  In terms of region, I wouldn’t say any geography in particular stands out. For those of you 

who read our commentaries, you will have noticed that our Client Relations group completed a 

long-overdue revamp of the format to provide you with a table summarizing our recent fund activity. 

We've got a variety of instruments, geographies and industries represented on the table for new 

positions, and I think that speaks to our nature of looking globally and across industries and the 

capital stack for situations that offer an attractive, and hopefully asymmetric, risk/reward. 

 
6 State Street. As of September 30, 2022, Total Commercial Paper and Treasuries in the FPA Crescent fund was 
18.1% and 7.8% of the fund, respectively. Please visit fpa.com for a full list of holdings as of September 30, 2022. 
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  The second question: “Given the crackdown of Jack Ma’s Alibaba and continued 

interference by the Chinese government, not to mention its condoning of Russia’s invasion 

of Ukraine, why is Alibaba still in the portfolio?” 

  So our Chinese exposure over the past year has shrunk, and it accounted for 

approximately 250 basis points at the end of the third quarter [2022]. The decline has been due to 

outright sales such as our exit of Baidu and Softbank, complemented by opportunistic trims of each 

of our remaining holdings, those being Prosus, Swire Pacific, and Alibaba.7 However, we also can’t 

escape that the share prices have declined significantly over the last 12 months, which brought 

down the China weighting given we've not actively been adding to these positions. But, in a way, 

even if we don’t sell, our proportionate underlying ownership of each name has stealthily been 

increasing. The reason I say that is because there's one bright spot to note from a falling share 

price, that being it plays to the favors of companies that are willing to actively repurchase shares on 

the cheap. In the case of our remaining China-oriented holdings, all are actively buying back stock 

at what we believe to be bargain valuations. 

  Now, since you ask about Alibaba specifically, we've not covered ourselves in glory as it 

relates to the name. We've trimmed opportunistically, as noted, and I’ll suggest we could be sellers 

next year if we don’t see tangible signs of things turning for the better. But in the interim, we own a 

name that, according to management at the most recent capital markets day in December 2021, 

accounted for approximately 20% of retail sales in the country, and has an asset-light business that 

generates attractive margins and return on capital within its core business.8 

(00:12:15) 

  If one [assumes] a valuation of 3 times sales on a market-leading cloud business and 

gives 50% value for private and public holdings, we think the name trades at a single-digit multiple 

of enterprise value to after-tax earnings, and that’s after deducting for stock-based compensation. 

 
7 As of September 30, 2022, Prosus, Swire Pacific, and Alibaba had a weight of 1.4%, 0.6%, and 0.5%, respectively, 
in the FPA Crescent Fund. 
8 Alibaba 2021 Investor Day (https://www.alibabagroup.com/en-US/document-1491557232125411328) 
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This captures the losses of burgeoning businesses such as local and international, and also 

[attributes] no value for Ant Financial, all of one which you could probably think of as cheap options, 

if nothing else. 

  But we are also, if nothing else, pragmatic, meaning that both our holds and our trims are 

highly influenced by valuation rather than a narrative, a philosophy that’s served us well across 

asset classes and geographies since the strategy’s inception, and guides us go ing forward as well. 

  I’ll turn it back to Steven and Brian if they want to address any of the questions that came 

up. 

Steven: No, we actually—thank you very much, Mark. We don’t have, we only have two questions that have 

come in while we were speaking. One we’ve already addressed. You can take off the first one, 

which we talked about the high yield market and our views there, one. 

  Number two, there is a question on, you know, larger concerns surrounding some 

of the larger internet companies, tech companies, and specifically Alphabet and Facebook—

and Meta—and given weak results for both. I think that obviously advertising is a big impact 

on this, and Microsoft had reported weak numbers as well, which is not in our portfolio any 

longer. But I think that the weak results for each of these two companies, I think, is—Mark, 

why don’t you, you want to take that? Because you’ve actually addressed this relatively recently, 

and in fairly broad terms. 

(00:14:11) 

Mark: Sure. So Alphabet reported last night.9 They reported FX-neutral growth of 11%, and I suppose if 

you think about Alphabet, going back a decade plus over which we've owned it, the company has 

historically outperformed our expectations of earnings, not necessarily over the near term but over 

the long term. So when we think about owning a stock, we’re thinking about what the valuation will 

look like on earnings power, call it, three to four years forward. 

 
9 Alphabet Inc. 3Q 2022 Earnings 
(https://abc.xyz/investor/static/pdf/2022_Q3_Earnings_Transcript.pdf?cache=a250e61) 
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  And in the case of Alphabet, we’ve gone through many quarters over time, probably 40-

plus now, and occasionally they were growing at 20% and people got worried when they only grew 

18%. At the moment, people are concerned that they are growing low double-digit. But if you look 

to the valuation, we would argue that it’s priced as a company that is only going to grow long single 

digits. And the reason I say that is because we make a few adjustments, we do provide some value 

for the cloud business, which is currently money-losing, we back those losses out of earnings. We 

also back out the losses of other bets, and then we give credit for cash. And when you make those 

adjustments, Alphabet, in our minds, trades at a mid-teens earnings multiple, which we think is very 

attractive for the quality of the business and compares very favorably to other businesses that have 

consistent earnings growth, whether that be consumer staples or otherwise. So we’re very 

comfortable with Alphabet as a holding. 

(00:15:56) 

  As for Facebook, they’ve reported—well, we’ve been on the call. There was some joy 

when we saw it opened up a little in the after-market. Unfortunately, that joy has dissipated over the 

past few minutes as we see it going down, but we haven't had a chance to go through the numbers. 

But if we went back to the last quarter, Alphabet—excuse me, Meta—did manage to grow its 

Family of Apps business on an FX-neutral basis against some very tough comps.10 And we think 

that the business is also attractively valued, particularly if you exclude the losses from Reality Labs, 

which we will hope will one day eventually generate a profit or be shut down once, perhaps, Mr. 

Zuckerberg loses interest in a flailing business venture. But time will tell. But perhaps we’ll talk a bit 

more about Meta’s results next quarter once we've had a chance to go through them in more depth  

in these tumultuous times. 

Brian: The only thing I would add to what Mark said is for both companies, and probably for a lot of other 

companies in a tech or, say, Silicon Valley background or ethos is that it’s very, very likely that 

 
10 Meta 3Q 2022 Earnings  (https://investor.fb.com/investor-events/event-details/2022/Q3-2022-
Earnings/default.aspx) 
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most of these companies are very inefficiently run from a cost or labor productivity perspective. And 

I think there was someone who mentioned in a letter issued to Meta a couple of days ago that very 

concept, and I think one of the analysts on the Alphabet call noted that the company has added 

equivalent of, I think, a Facebook or a Meta in employees over the last couple of years.11 Not 

cumulatively but just over a couple of years. 

  So we’ll see what the management teams are motivated to do in terms of managing their 

margins or managing their profitability. But certainly, it’s possible that they could land at much 

higher earnings if they so desired, from our perspective. 

(00:17:59) 

I’ll move on to a question, “Is it possible to talk about Holcim thesis?” 

  Sure. I’ll talk about this. No one’s ever asked about Holcim. This is a leading global 

cement company— 

Steven: Holcim, h-o-l-c-i-m, not w-h-o-l-e-s-o-m-e just for the…. 

Brian: Sorry. Sorry, yes. Yes. Holcim Cement. So very briefly, it’s a global cement business with 

operations all over. They have a management team that we think has done a tremendous job 

repositioning the business over the last three or four years, both in terms of improving the operating 

performance and profitability in a number of regions, and also in exiting a number of markets that 

are perhaps less stable and lower return on invested capital over time.12 

  And so we think in Holcim, you have a very defensible existing business and earnings 

power, particularly in Europe, North America and Latin America, and you have a management team 

that has shown a great amount of commitment and, I think, skill in divesting assets that either are 

low-earning and so they don’t contribute to EBITDA, or at multiples that are sort of very sporty 

compared to where the company trades. For instance, they recently sold assets in India and in 

Brazil, which I think, given lack of profitability in Brazil, would have been at maybe 15-plus multiple 

 
11 Open letter from Altimeter to Mark Zuckerberg (https://medium.com/@alt.cap/time-to-get-fit-an-open-letter-from-altimeter-to-mark-

zuckerberg-and-the-meta-board-of-392d94e80a18) 
12 Holcim (https://www.holcim.com/) 
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of EBITDA,13 and their stock trades somewhere around 5.14 So we think there's a big opportunity in 

terms of selling assets that are undervalued in the market, and then either strengthening the 

balance sheet, returning that cash to shareholders, or what I think is most likely is to invest in North 

America and in European, I’ll call them franchise-type or more franchise-type, building products 

companies. And again, if you look at the record of the CEO at his previous firm, there is reason to 

be optimistic that that redeployment of capital will result in an attractive business mix and strong 

earnings growth over time. 

(00:20:20) 

  So with that all as the background, [we believe] the stock is, I’d say, straight-up cheap. So 

if you average the business over the last three years, which would include a COVID downturn—and 

maybe we’ll be in another downturn, we’ll see—but I think at current prices, it trades at 8.5 or so 

times free cash flow, essentially with the sale of India and Brazil, half a turn maybe of debt, and 

depending on the price, somewhere between 5% and 6% dividend yield. 

  So I think it’s very cheap for what it is, and we think there is a transformation going on 

that, at some point, people will wake up and realize it’s a much higher-quality business than what 

it’s being assessed at. That's the thesis.15 

  “What keeps us up at night?” 

  I think we have a diversified portfolio. We want to be robust to many eventualities. We’re 

not going to be perfectly positioned for anything. So there's nothing sort of fundamentally that 

keeps us up at night. But this rolls into our next question which, yes, I think is worth—I wouldn’t say 

keeps us up at night. I think Steve, Mark and I all sleep fine. 

 
13 India segment announcement (https://www.international-construction.com/news/Holcim-sells-Indian-business-for-
US-6-billion/8023375.article); Brazil segment announcement (https://www.nasdaq.com/articles/holcim-to-sell-
brazilian-business-to-csn-in-%241-bln-deal-2021-09-10) 
14 Source: Bloomberg; as of September 30, 2022.  
15 References to individual securities or sectors should not be construed as a recommendation by the Fund, the 
portfolio managers, the Adviser, or the distributor to purchase or sell such securities or invest in such sectors, and 
any information provided is not a sufficient basis upon which to make an investment decision. It should not be 
assumed that future investments will be profitable or will equal the performance of the security or sectors examples 
discussed. 

https://www.international-construction.com/news/Holcim-sells-Indian-business-for-US-6-billion/8023375.article
https://www.international-construction.com/news/Holcim-sells-Indian-business-for-US-6-billion/8023375.article
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  But the next question is: “Geopolitical risks seem to be high. Do these risks come 

into play when making investment decisions?”  

  Yes, there are geopolitical risks with Russia and China that if they go the wrong way, are 

just terrible for humanity over an extended period, and they're going to be bad for a number of 

different investments as well. And so we try to think about these and identify them as best we can, 

and influence decisions in terms of—Mark mentioned a little bit of reducing positions in China, 

might come there. Might also try to be aware of how those, if those risks played out, what 

companies or industries might be most affected, and putting kind of caps on our exposure to those 

issues is how it’s going to most directly play into investment decisions. 

(00:22:23) 

  Steve, I don’t know if you want to take the next one? 

Steven: Well, look, I think, geopolitical risk is always there and it’s just more in the headlines now. It’s not 

any more there today than there was prior to Putin deciding to [invade] Ukraine. So I think that 

there's the—these risks always become more of a topic of conversation when they're in the 

headlines. And I mean, to Brian’s point, look, things can—I’m not going to argue the point that 

things can’t go south, you know, from here. That remains to be seen. But we do try and create a 

portfolio that’s robust to multiple outcomes, and not have the proverbial eggs all in one basket. And 

yet there's some of these different concerns with respect to these risks have manifested 

themselves in the form of stock prices and bond prices that are allowing us to gain entry. But 

similarly, it’s also allowed some the investments we had going into this, this year, to continue to 

increase as it’s created higher levels of inflation, which benefited positions like Glencore in the 

portfolio. 

  So there’s puts and takes to this, and rest assured that your portfolio managers are 

mindful of these risks. We can’t, we’re not—we don’t have any reasonable ability to handicap those 

risks, but we are mindful of them and want to make sure that our portfolio has a series of discrete 

risks across the portfolio where different inputs might impact them differently. 
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(00:24:00) 

  And I think that also leads into the next question as well, that’s like, “From a 

historical perspective in the Fund, how attractive do you feel valuations are?” 

  I mean, let’s just—valuations of certain businesses are looking very inexpensive now. 

However, while this will come down to what will the growth in earnings be, prospectively from this 

point, and what will the level of inflation be, and the real inflation, you know—I’m sorry, the level of 

interest rates? How high will they remain prospectively? 

  So valuations are, as we look at them today, are not—you know, look inexpensive relative 

to industry but in the context of where rates are, that—and where rates might be—that raises other 

questions. And so again, trying to create a portfolio that's robust to more than one outcome, we 

have been leaning into certain investments and have been cautiously building our risk exposure 

within the portfolio. And I’d be careful what one hopes for, but should there be a credit event, we 

think that we’re well-positioned to take advantage of that as we continue to lean into bonds, high 

yield, distressed, busted converts. I mean, busted converts is really where it’s been thus far, and 

our hope is that high yield and distressed will present opportunities as they present themselves, 

hopefully, in the future. 

  There's a question here on SPACs, “SPAC holdings and our overall philosophy.” 

  We've talked about this in various shareholders letter and on past calls, but just in a 

nutshell, there isn't—these SPACs were purchased at or below their trust value, and at worst [we 

expect] to get back that trust value. These were not—we bought them after these SPACs had fallen 

off their peaks, and they offered us, at a point in time, a yield—when we made these investments—

a yield that was higher than what short-term rates offered us as a cash substitute.16 

(00:26:07) 

 
16 Investment in the markets carries risk of loss of capital. There is no guarantee against loss resulting from an 
investment in the Fund.  
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  And since then, that's changed. And so the yield-to-maturity that Brian mentioned is 

actually below what one could otherwise get in Treasuries, but these positions are unwinding as we 

speak. We see activity every month as they come out of the portfolio. And it’ll be a position where 

that—where we’ll get a rate of return but nothing to write home about. We had an opportunity that 

we—if good acquisitions were to have occurred—and we’re just not going to get paid off on that; 

that’s all. 

  I guess I’m probably best positioned to answer the next question. “What is Steve’s 

succession plan/retirement date?” 

  Succession plan is the two people on the call with me, Brian and Mark. The retirement 

date, there's none. I’ll probably be carried out. There's just, I don’t know what else I would do. 

Brian: “Do you guys have a thought on how Russia/Ukraine war ends?” 

  I don’t think we have any insight in that that’s worth talking about. 

Steven: Yes, that exhausts the questions that came across. If you have any additional questions or there is 

any question that wasn’t answered to your satisfaction, please reach out to Ryan Leggio and he will 

get you that answer, put you on the phone with us directly, or the best party, to answer the open 

question. And I’m going to turn it to Ryan for closing remarks. 

Ryan Leggio: Thanks, Steve, Mark and Brian. And thank you for listening to FPA Crescent’s Third Quarter 

Question and Answer Webcast. At this time, we’d now like to turn it back over to the system 

moderator for closing comments and disclosures. Hope everyone has a great day. 

(00:27:58) 

Moderator: [Please reference Important Disclosures Slides 7-10] Thank you for your participation in today’s 

webcast. We invite you, your colleagues and shareholders to listen to the playback of this recording 

and view the presentation slides that will be available on our website, typically within a few weeks, 

at FPA.com. We urge you to visit the website for additional information about the Fund, such as 

complete portfolio holdings, historical returns, and after-tax returns. 
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  Following today’s webcast, you will have the opportunity to provide your feedback and 

submit any comments or suggestions. We encourage you to complete this portion of the webcast. 

We know your time is valuable, and we do appreciate and review all your comments. 

  Please visit FPA.com for future webcast information, including replays. We post the date 

and time of upcoming webcasts towards the end of each current quarter, and webcasts are 

typically held three to four weeks following each quarter end. If you did not receive an invitation via 

email for today’s webcast and would like to receive them, please email us at crm@fpa.com. 

  We hope that our quarterly commentaries, webcasts, and special commentaries will 

continue to keep you appropriately informed on the strategies discussed today. 

  We do want to make sure you understand that the views expressed on this call are as of 

today, and are subject to change without notice, based on market and other conditions. These 

views may differ from other portfolio managers and analysts at the firm as a whole, and are not 

intended to be a forecast of future events, a guarantee of future results, or investment advice. 

  Past performance is no guarantee nor is it indicative of future results. Any mention 

of individual securities or sectors should not be construed as a recommendation to 

purchase or sell such securities, or invest in such sectors, and any information provided is 

not a sufficient basis upon which to make an investment decision. 

  It should not be assumed that future investments will be profitable or will equal the 

performance of the security or sector examples discussed. 

(00:29:59) 

  Any statistics or market data mentioned during this webcast have been obtained from 

sources believed to be reliable, but the accuracy and completeness cannot be guaranteed. 

  “Capital gains distribution” are the net gains realized from the sale of fund securities. All 

mutual funds periodically distribute profits they earn to investors. By law, if a fund has net gains 

from the sale of securities or if it earns dividends and interest from securities, it must pass 
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substantially all those earnings to its shareholders or it will be subject to corporate income taxes 

and excise taxes. These taxes would, in effect, reduce investors’ total return. 

  The capital gains estimates provided today are estimates of the year-end capital gains 

distributions and are a snapshot of realized capital gains as of September 30th, 2022. Because the 

year-end capital gains distribution will be based on capital gains realized through October 31st, 

2022, the actual distributions will vary from the estimates, based on activity after September 30 th 

and other tax adjustments. 

  The FPA Funds’ estimated distribution rates may be affected by numerous factors. There 

can be no assurance that a change in market conditions or other factors will not result in changes 

in the FPA Funds’ estimated distributed rates, or that the rates will be sustainable in the future. 

  All investments contain risk and may lose value. First Pacific Advisors, LP does not 

provide legal, accounting or tax advice. Please contact your accounting or tax advisor and/or legal 

counsel to review the impact of capital gains on your situation and discuss possible tax strategies. 

  You should consider the Fund’s investment objectives, risks, and charges, and 

expenses carefully before you invest. The prospectus details the Fund’s investment 

objective and policies, risks, charges, and other matters of interest to a prospective 

investor. Please read the prospectus carefully before investing. The prospectus may be 

obtained by visiting the website at FPA.com, by email at crm@fpa.com, tollfree by calling 1-

800-982-4372, or by contacting the Fund in writing. 

  FPA Funds are distributed by UMB Distribution Services, LLC. UMB is not affiliated with 

FPA.  

 

  This concludes today’s call. Thank you and enjoy the rest of your day. 

(00:32:29) 

[END FILE] 

 


